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Authority 
This rehearing was conducted pursuant to 130 CMR 610.091. 

Jurisdiction 
Through notices dated January 24, 2014, MassHealth denied the appellant’s application for 
MassHealth Standard long term care benefits because MassHealth determined that the appellant’s 
assets exceed the limit for MassHealth Standard long term care benefits, and the appellant 
transferred assets for less than fair market value, and a disqualification period will be calculated 
when the “otherwise eligible” date can be determined (after an asset spend down) (130 CMR 
520.003; Exhibits 4 & 5).  The appellant filed appeals challenging both notices on January 30, 2014 
(130 CMR 610.015(B); Exhibit 6).  Denial of assistance is valid grounds for appeal (130 CMR 
610.032). 

On March 26, 2014, a hearing was held at the MassHealth Enrollment Center in Taunton, 
telephonic to both parties1.  The hearing decision dated April 18, 2014 denied the appellant’s appeal 
(Exhibit 3).  Appellant requested a rehearing on April 24, 2014 (Exhibit 2).  By order dated May 19, 
2014, the Medicaid Director determined good cause for a rehearing and ordered the Board of 
Hearings’ Director to “conduct a rehearing of the appeal of [the appellant], Appeal No. 1401492, to 

1     The appellant had one attorney representing her at the original hearing.  Due to inclement weather, counsel appeared 
by telephone.  The MassHealth representative also appeared by telephone because the MassHealth Enrollment Center 
that processed appellant’s application is in Springfield, while the hearing was scheduled in Taunton at a site closest to the 
appellant (and her representative). 
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include but not be limited to the ability of the Appellant to respond to the arguments raised in 
MassHealth’s legal opinion that was submitted on the day of the Hearing and is now included in the 
administrative record”2 (Exhibit 1). 

Notice of the date, time and place of the rehearing was sent to the parties on May 22, 2014 for a 
rehearing date of June 11, 2014 (Exhibit 12).  A Prerehearing Order with timelines for submission 
of appellant legal brief and an agency response was also sent to the parties on May 22, 2014 
(Exhibit 13).  On May 27, 2014, the appellant requested the rehearing be rescheduled because the 
appellant’s son was not available.  The request was approved subject to good cause3 (Exhibit 14).   
The rehearing was rescheduled to June 18, 2014 and appellant evidenced good cause at the 
rescheduled rehearing date4 (Exhibit 28). 

Action Taken by MassHealth  
MassHealth denied the appellant’s application for MassHealth Standard long term care benefits due 
to excess assets and determined there was a disqualifying transfer of assets. 

Rehearing Issues 
The rehearing appeal issues are (1) whether MassHealth was correct in determining that the 
appellant’s assets exceed the limit for MassHealth Standard long term care benefits; and (2) whether 
MassHealth was correct in its determination there was an impermissible transfer of assets. 

2     The administrative record for rehearing includes the Order of Rehearing, the appellant’s request for a rehearing, a 
copy of the original hearing decision, the notices, the requests for hearing and copy of the durable power of attorney 
document, the MassHealth submissions from the original hearing [application verifications], a copy of the Family Trust 
and MassHealth legal memorandum, as well as appellant’s original memoranda [there are two both dated March 26, 
2014, slightly different except for the attachments which are identical], and the appellant co-counsels’ legal memoranda 
submitted at the rehearing [each co-counsel submitted a brief], MassHealth’s response,  the MassHealth application 
documentation, appellant’s witness Attorney Worthington’s CV, appellant good cause evidence, appellant expenditure 
sheets for living expenses and appellant’s son’s banking information.   
     There was an agency request to strike appellant’s second legal brief, which is denied, and a request to not include the 
appellant’s response to the agency’s response, which is allowed.  I am allowing the second appellant brief from co-
counsel that was submitted timely.  However, the rehearing record does not provide appellant with an opportunity to 
respond to the MassHealth legal response nor was there a request to the Director to allow for a response to the 
MassHealth response.   
     Additionally, the appellant’s subpoena request and the agency’s petition to vacate are not being accepted into the 
rehearing record or ruled on by the Director because the subpoena request was not made to the Board of Hearings or the 
Director as the presiding officer in this rehearing (see 130 CMR 610.052). 
3     Appellant’s son verified the conflict with the original rehearing date and established good cause for the reschedule 
(Exhibit 28).  Appellant’s then sole attorney did not address the prerehearing order with the director and believed the 
prerehearing order timelines would extend with the reschedule hearing timeline.  While I specifically wrote an order 
stating the reschedule would not interrupt the timeline, the timeline was extended for the parties based on her perceived 
misunderstanding.  Counsel is on notice that any question regarding a rehearing order modification should be made 
directly to the hearing officer or director who created the order and no future assumptions should be made. 
4    See fn. 3. 
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Summary of Evidence 
The rehearing record5 evidences that in 2013 the appellant was an 88 year old widow admitted to a 
nursing facility on April 17, 2013.  By history, appellant suffered a stroke, was hospitalized and  
then admitted into a rehabilitation facility prior to the nursing facility admission.   Appellant filed an 
application for MassHealth long term care benefits on December 13, 2013 seeking eligibility as of 
December 1, 2013.  After a request for additional information and appellant’s timely compliance 
with submission of the missing information, MassHealth completed its review of the application.  
On January 24, 2014, MassHealth denied the application because of excess assets and 
impermissible asset transfers (Exhibits 4 & 5)   

At the rehearing, the MassHealth representatives appeared by telephone.  Appellant was represented 
by two attorneys and offered witness testimony from the appellant’s son, the attorney who drafted 
the trust at issue, Mr. Connolly, and an attorney with a specialization in trusts6, Attorney 
Worthington. 

According to the MassHealth representative, the appellant’s application and verified financial 
information evidence the appellant has assets that exceed the limit to establish financial eligibility 
for MassHealth Standard long term care benefits.   Additionally, the appellant transferred assets for 
less than fair market value during the look back period that will result in a period of disqualification 
(not yet calculated because appellant has not verified an asset spend down and an “otherwise 
eligible date” has not been established).  The MassHealth representative submitted documents to the 
rehearing record by three separate facsimile transmittals to support the agency determination.7 

Issue 1:  Excess Assets - The Family Trust 

The MassHealth representative testified the excess assets include the appellant’s home that she 
placed in a trust (hereinafter the “Family Trust”) valued at $280,900, based upon a tax bill.  There 
was also a bank account with $670.04 (Exhibits 22, 23 & 24).  Therefore, the appellant has assets of 
$279,570.04 in excess of the $2,000 asset limit for MassHealth long term care benefits.   

The Family Trust was created in 2003 by the appellant (Exhibit 9).  Appellant is the donor and she 
transferred her primary residence to the Family Trust, also in 2003,  with her son as the trustee.  The 

5    See fn. 2. 
6    The appellant wanted the witness “certified” as an expert.  The rules of evidence do not apply in this administrative 
proceeding and the rules for certification of an expert witness do not apply.  The director recognizes the witness’ 
expertise and specialization and will consider that in the weight given to his testimony (Exhibit 20).  MassHealth made 
no objection to his qualifications. 
7    The first fax was received at the Board of Hearings (cc to the appellant’s attorney) on June 12, 2013 at 5:10 pm 
(Exhibit 22).  The pages are not hand numbered but numbered by the fax and contain a total of 53 pages.  Pages 3-16 are 
stricken from the rehearing record because they represent incurred medical expense verifications for individuals other 
than the appellant.  The second fax, received on June 12, 2014 at 5:57 pm is a total of 83 pages (Exhibit 23).  At the 
rehearing the MassHealth representative, Ms. Baker indicated she had submitted the incorrect legal opinion.  I am 
therefore striking pages 33-41 because on June 13, 2014, MassHealth submitted a copy of the legal memorandum 
utilized at the hearing that reflects the document appellant responded to for the rehearing (Exhibit 24 pp. 3-13). 
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MassHealth representative referenced the MassHealth legal memorandum for the basis of the 
agency determination that the assets in the Family Trust are countable to the appellant (Exhibit 9). 

The agency legal memorandum states the appellant established the trust on September 24, 2003 and 
named her son as trustee (Exhibit 9).  On that same date, the appellant transferred her home to the 
Family Trust (Exhibit 9).   On November 29, 2011, the appellant filed a “First Change of 
Appointment to the Successor Trustee and Beneficiary to the [appellant’s] Family Irrevocable 
Trust” because of the death of one of her sons (Exhibit 8).   

The Family Trust states the following:   

Article 1, “THE TRUST FUND”, of the trust reads in part: 

1.2.  The purpose of this trust is to manage my assets and to use them to 
allow me to live in the community for as long as possible. 

1.3.  The trust created by this agreement shall be irrevocable.  I may not 
revoke or amend this agreement in any way.  My trustee, however, may at any time, 
or from time to time, amend any administrative provisions of this trust by any 
instrument in writing signed and acknowledged by my trustee.  For purposes of the 
foregoing, the term “administrative provision” refers to any provision of the trust 
dealing with the management and administration of the trust and in no event shall 
any such amendment affect, enlarge or shift any beneficial interests created 
hereunder. 

Article 2, “PAYMENT OF INCOME AND PRINCIPAL” reads: 

2.1.   If any property is placed in trust during my life, my trustee may pay me 
or may pay on my behalf as much of the income of the trust as it shall determine in 
its sole discretion to be necessary for my care and wellbeing. Any income not so 
paid may be accumulated and added to the principal. The principal of this trust shall 
be held in trust until the termination of the trust. 

2.2.   I shall also have the right to use and occupy any residence that may 
from time to time be held in trust hereunder. During my lifetime I shall have the 
power to appoint from time to time, by an instrument in writing by myself, my agent 
under my Durable Power of Attorney, or by my legal representative, all or any part 
of the trust property then on hand to any one or more of my then living children, and 
to any one or more charitable or nonprofit organizations over which I have no 
controlling interest, whether or not organized for a purpose specified in section 
170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, but excluding any federal, state or 
local government or any subdivision, department, or agency thereof. 
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Article 3, “TERMINATION OF THE TRUST” reads: 

3.1.  This trust shall terminate upon the earlier of (a) my death or (b) a 
determination by my trustee, at its sole discretion, that the continuation of this trust 
would jeopardize my eligibility for assistance from any federal, state, or local 
governmental program, provided, however, that no distribution of the trust estate 
shall be made under this paragraph during my lifetime except upon review and 
written certification of an attorney with expertise in the fields of estate planning, 
elder law, and public benefits that such distribution is appropriate under this 
paragraph and is otherwise in my best interest. 

Article 4, “DISTRIBUTION OF TRUST ASSETS in part reads: 

4.1.  Disposition upon termination. 

Upon termination of this trust, my trustee shall: 

(a) Pay the trust property and undistributed income as I may appoint by will to 
any one or more of my issue; and  

(b) The Trustee shall distribute the balance of the trust principal (including 
property to which the Trustee may be entitled from any other source) in equal 
shares, per stirpes, to my sons … or entirely to the survivor of them. If both of my 
sons shall predecease me leaving no issue, I direct that the balance of the trust 
principal pass to my grandson … .8 

4.2.  Distribution if no beneficiary living. 

If at any time no person is living who is eligible to receive property under the 
foregoing provisions of this trust, my trustee shall pay the remaining property to the 
persons who would be entitled to receive my property under the laws of 
Massachusetts then in force and in the proportions prescribed by such laws as if I 
had then died intestate, a resident of Massachusetts, and not survived by a spouse. 

Article 5, “THE TRUSTEE” reads in part: 

5.1.  Appointment of trustee. 

(a) At present my trustee is [my son]. If he is unable or ceases to serve as 
trustee, [my other son] shall serve as trustee.  If he is unable or ceases to serve as 

8    After the death of one of the appellant’s sons, the Family Trust was amended.  The amendment states that “We, 
[appellant’s son] … as Trustee of [the trust] …, by power reserved ARTICLE FOUR of said Trust, and [the appellant] 
…, via the exercise of said power in the Trust, hereby delete [Paragraph 4.1(b)]” and replaced it appellant’s grandson 
(Exhibit 8). 
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trustee, the majority of the beneficiaries shall elect a successor trustee.  The term 
“trustee” includes the original trustee and all successor or additional trustees.[9] 

(b) I may appoint successor and additional trustees; …. 

5.2.  Removal or resignation of trustee. 

(a) I may remove any trustee by notice to that trustee. … 

5.4.  General powers of trustee. 

(a) to retain any property in the form in which it is received; … 

(h) to determine what part of the trust property is income and what part is 
principal; … 

(j) to borrow or lend any amounts; … 

(l) to distribute real estate to any one or more of my children during my 
lifetime; … . 

Article 6, “BENEFICIARIES INTERESTS AND POWERS” reads in part: 

6.4.  Powers of appointment. 

Any power of appointment by will granted under this agreement can be 
exercised only by will by specific reference to this agreement and the power to be 
exercised and shall include the right to appoint all or part of the property subject to 
the power, to appoint outright, to give to the appointee or appointees different types 
of interest and general or limited powers of appointment, to appoint in trust and 
create separate trusts, to appoint a new trustee or trustees, and to give a trustee or 
trustees discretion to pay or apply income and principal within the class of 
permissible appointees. 

Article 7, “ESTATE TAXES AND OTHER PAYMENTS” reads in part: 

7.1.  Payments for my estate. 

My trustee may in its sole discretion pay to my estate or to the tax authorities 
any taxes payable by reason of my death chargeable against the residue of my estate 
and any other debts of my estate or expenses of its administration and legacies under 
my will that, if paid by my executor, would reduce the residue of my estate. This 
paragraph shall not be construed to require any such payments by my trustee. 

9     The Family Trust amendment also replaces the appellant’s deceased son with the appellant’s grandson as a trustee. 
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From the factual underpinnings (exhibit 9 at pp. 1-3), MassHealth argues that all assets in the 
Family Trust are countable in an eligibility determination (exhibit 9 at p. 6 citing 130 CMR 
520.023; 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)) as follows: 

• The intent of the appellant to not retain any powers or access to Trust principal is not 
supported by the plain language of the Family Trust.  Specifically, Article 1.2. states that 
the purpose of the Trust is to manage the appellant’s assets and to use them to allow her to 
live in the community for as long as possible.  Additionally, the appellant has the right to 
use and occupy the property held in the Family Trust.  These Family Trust provisions 
“strain credulity to believe that the applicant had no intention to retain any interest in the 
Trust asset or that the ‘Trust document was inadvertently and incorrectly worded and did 
not and does not reflect the Donor’s (now Applicant) intent at the time of its creation’” (Id. 
at p. 11).   

• The appellant is the sole, vested lifetime beneficiary of the Family Trust, a trust she created 
and solely funded so the whole of the trust assets are countable to the appellant.  There is no 
dispute the appellant is entitled to income distributions, which are countable for eligibility 
purposes.  MassHealth asserts the Family Trust is revocable because of Article 3.1. 
(allowing for the Family Trust to be terminated if its existence would jeopardize the 
applicant’s eligibility to receive public benefits).  However, even if deemed irrevocable, 
there are circumstances where the value of the principal is available for the appellant and is 
therefore countable (Exhibit 9 pp. 6-11).  MassHealth sets out the specific circumstances in 
detail in its memorandum (Id.). 

• Applying the current statute, 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d), that tracks the Massachusetts Supreme 
Judicial Court’s reasoning and holdings in Cohen10 and Lebow11, as affirmed in Doherty12, 
MassHealth argues that “a trustee’s discretion and limiting provisions in a trust are 
disregarded when determining whether a trust is countable in a Medicaid eligibility 
determination”  (Exhibit 9 at p. 5).  Specifically, the issue is not whether the trustee has the 
authority to make payments to the grantor at a particular moment in time, the question is 
whether there is any state of affairs, at any time, during the operation of the trust, that would 
permit the trustee to distribute trust assets to the grantor, then the assets would count in 
determining eligibility for Medicaid (Id.).  

• MassHealth argues the appellant retained substantial control over the Family Trust and the 
assets by retaining a Power of Appointment, the ability to have the principal used to satisfy 
debts of her estate, taxes and other liabilities upon her death (Id. at p. 8).  Because Article 
5.4. grants the Trustee broad power to invest income and principal, to sell, mortgage, 
exchange, lease or otherwise dispose of the property, MassHealth argues there is nothing to 
preclude the conversion of the value of the principal to an income producing investment 

10     Cohen v. Comm’r of Div. of Med. Assistance, 423 Mass. 399 (1996).  
11     Lebow v. Comm’r Div. of Med. Assistance, 433 Mass. 171 (2000). 
12     Doherty v. Director of the Office of Medicaid, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439 (2009). 
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and that saying such provisions are merely administrative in the context of general trust law 
or case law interpreting trusts is not controlling or persuasive to avoid Medicaid statutes.   

• Appellant had exclusive right to “use” and occupy the corpus principal, her Canton home.  
MassHealth argues that the appellant cannot credibly claim that the real estate held in trust 
in unavailable to her “while she wants to, among other things,: (1) reside in it; (2) have full 
use and beneficial interest in it; (3) use countable assets to pay for expenses and taxes 
related to the property she purportedly does not own and is not available to her; (4) take 
advantage of tax credits or savings; (5)  use it to pay her tax obligations upon death; and/or 
re-direct its distribution by the power or appointment, but simultaneously claim the real 
estate held in the Trust in not available because she seeks Medicaid coverage” (Id. at p. 9). 

• Appellant cannot assert the value of the principal is not available by ignoring provisions of 
the trust that are inconsistent (Id. at p. 10 citing Doherty).  To do so would render federal 
Medicaid law governing trusts to read as “any circumstances except…”, when in fact the 
trust should be read as a whole and not in reliance on isolated trust provisions.  The 
question is whether the cumulative effect of the provisions of the appellant’s trust 
demonstrates that at all times the principal has been available to the appellant and remains 
so; MassHealth argues it has and does. 

• Medicaid law does not equate availability and countability with the right of the appellant to 
possession of a resource or trust distribution.  Countable resources are all income and assets 
that must be included in an eligibility determination whether or not the resource is actually 
received or is subject to payment to someone else (Id. at p. 10). 

The appellant’s attorneys dispute MassHealth’s determination regarding the countability and 
availability of the trust assets to the appellant and challenge MassHealth’s opinion of what the trust 
allows.  In co-counsels’ rehearing memoranda, as well as witness testimony by the trust drafting 
attorney and an attorney specialist in trust law offered at rehearing, the appellant asserts the 
appellant’s application for MassHealth benefits should be approved because the irrevocable trust at 
issue is not countable or available to the appellant; that the trust allows only for the appellant to 
receive income; and that trust principal cannot be given to the appellant (Exhibits 18 & 1913). 

At the rehearing, the appellant offered the testimony of the trust drafting attorney who provided a 
summary of his interactions with the appellant.  The drafting attorney has been practicing law for 25 
years and has drafted a number of estate planning documents, including trusts.  His recollection was 
that he explained to the appellant that if her desire was to place her home in trust there would be no 
way for her to get the asset out of the trust.  He recalled that he told appellant what was prohibited, 
that she could continue to use the property and how the asset would be protected from all creditors.  
He also stated he had conversations with appellant’s deceased son regarding the trust.  He stated his 
recall is that the appellant’s intent was to allocate all interest in the property to the trust and to retain 
only a right to use the property.   

13     Both co-counsel submitted legal memoranda and arguments from both were considered in this decision. 
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The appellant’s trust specialist’s testimony was very specific to trust rules, both state and federal as 
well as Medicaid and SSI laws.  According to the appellant specialist witness, the appellant is a life 
tenant in property held in an irrevocable trust and has a right to income (if it exists) but no interest in 
trust principal.  Appellant’s specialty witness relied on his knowledge (he is a professor) and 
experience with both trust law and Medicaid practice (he has represented individuals applying for 
MassHealth long term care benefits where trusts are at issue and has represented individuals at Fair 
Hearings where there has been a challenge to a trust being countable in a MassHealth eligibility 
determination in rendering his determination the trust assets are not countable).  According to the 
specialist, the issue under federal law (42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)(3)) is whether payments may be made 
under any circumstance.  In this trust, there are no circumstances where the appellant can get trust 
principal back.  Where a trust is silent on the issue of whether trust principal is countable, it is 
considered not countable.  While appellant is an income beneficiary, there is no ability of the trustee 
to distribute principal to the appellant.  The specialist reviewed the memo submitted by co-counsel 
for appellant and argued the agency is not reading the trust correctly, is not applying trust law 
correctly and is creating a more restrictive interpretation of the review of trust countability in 
violation of Medicaid federal rules and SSI.   

The appellant’s specialist witness explained that the power to replace or add trustees does not create 
authority to give the appellant the principal of the trust.  That appellant has the right to use and 
occupy the trust real estate and has the obligation to pay upkeep and taxes.  Additionally, where 
MassHealth asserts the ability to purchase an annuity or some type of income generating financial 
product may exist in the Family Trust, the appellant is only an income beneficiary and cannot reach 
the principal.  Appellant has limited powers, not general powers.   

Appellant’s co counsels submitted two briefs, summarized as it relates to the Family Trust as 
follows: 

Attorney Bloom-McDonald (Exhibit 18): 

• Appellant reserved the right to live in and occupy the real estate held in trust and because the 
trust was not generating income she was responsible for maintaining the real estate, paying 
the real estate taxes and the utilities. 

• The attorney claims the appellant’s dog, Missy, is now trust property since the appellant’s 
admission into a nursing facility and that the trustee has the fiduciary obligation to maintain 
the dog’s health and welfare.  To do so, appellant’s son as trustee rented the house to himself 
for $1,600.00/month beginning in January 2014 so income is available to keep up the home 
and to care for the dog. 

• Appellant is an income only beneficiary of the trust (Exhibit 18 citing Article 8.1.).  The 
lease will maintain the property and the dog and only if there is income left over will the 
appellant as the income beneficiary receive income.  If she does, it will be countable and 
used to calculate any patient paid amount due the nursing facility. 
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Attorney Brian Barreira (Exhibit 19): 

• Appellant is the beneficiary of an income only irrevocable trust that is allowed under federal 
Medicaid and MassHealth regulations and Massachusetts case law.  Appellant argues that 
MassHealth’s position that all assets held in trust, regardless of the date of any transfers into 
the trust, and regardless of the terms of the trust, should be counted for MassHealth 
eligibility purposes is not correct.  Appellant asserts that MassHealth’s reason for counting 
assets in trust is a reliance on Lebow14 that individuals should not deplete their assets in 
order to qualify for Medicaid is  a gross overgeneralization of federal Medicaid law, which 
does allow individuals to do what they wish with their assets during their lifetime, “albeit 
with restrictions.” (Exhibit 10 at p. 3). 

• Because of a change in Massachusetts estate recovery law (G.L. c. 118E, §31(c)) there is no 
allowance for estate recovery against trusts and that shows that there is no Massachusetts 
legislative policy against trusts in the MassHealth eligibility context (Id. at p. 5).   

• Case law directs that MassHealth cannot ignore Massachusetts trust law.  While Congress 
dictates what assets will count and what assets will not in an eligibility determination for 
MassHealth, state laws also play a role in determining ownership, property rights and 
similar matters (Id. at p. 5 citing Lewis v. Alexander, 685 F.3d 325, 334 (3d Cir. 2012)).  
Appellant also argues that the Internal Revenue Code also concludes that state laws must 
control trust interpretation (Id. at p. 6 citations omitted herein). 

• According to federal law there are only 4 aspects of state trust law that may be ignored in 
determining eligibility for Medicaid – the “any circumstances” test:  (1) the purpose of the 
trust may not be used to restrict the exercise of power granted by the trust instrument to the 
trustee; (2) trustee discretion – if the trustees have discretion now or in the future to 
distribute principal to the settlor, then the trust principal is countable to the full extent of the 
allowable discretion, disregarding any limitation otherwise placed on the discretion by the 
terms or purpose of the trust; (3) any restriction on when or whether the distributions may be 
made from the trust to the settlor may be ignored ; and (4) any restriction on the use of the 
distributions from the trust may be ignored in the Medicaid eligibility context, a trustee may 
not control trust property once it is distributed to the beneficiary (Id. at pp. 6-8). 

• This is not a Cohen15 case.  In the Cohen and companion cases, the trustees had the 
authority to distribute principal to the settlors, but there were limiting restrictions on the 
trustees’ authority.  Specifically, the trustees had substantial discretion and the trusts sought 
to limit the discretion insofar as the exercise of the discretion would render the beneficiary 
ineligible for public assistance (Id. at p. 9).  Appellant argues that none of the trust 

14     Appellant did not provide the full citation. 
15     See fn. 9 supra for full citation. 
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discretionary or limiting discretionary offending language exists in appellant’s Family Trust 
and Cohen does not apply (Id. at pp. 9-10). 

• Appellant also argues this is not a Lebow16 case where the applicant always had the right to 
receive distributions of principal, but that right was later withdrawn.  The court is not stating 
state trust laws should be ignored, “it does not matter whether a right in a trust has vested 
under traditional trust concepts”, rather not to ignore state trust laws, but to determine if 
there is discretion to distribute under any circumstance whether today or in the future, then 
the assets are considered available (Id. at p. 11).  Here the language of the Family Trust does 
not grant the trustee any authority to distribute principal (Id. at p. 12). 

• MassHealth must read the trust as a whole and cannot ignore the trustee’s fiduciary duties to 
the remainder persons (Id . at pp. 12-13). 

• The Family Trust must be read as a “harmonious whole.”  The intention of the donor must 
be respected, the trust read as a whole, and any ambiguous or conflicting provisions 
interpreted in a harmonious manner.   There is no reasonable way of interpreting the Family 
Trust as available and countable to the appellant because (1) the trust is irrevocable (Article 
1.3.); (2) there is no provision that allows distribution of the principal to the appellant donor 
(Article 2.1.); (3) income is defined and excludes principal (Article 8.1.); (4) even with the 
trustee power to terminate the trust, the power is limited and the principal cannot be 
distributed to the donor (Articles 3.1. and 4.1.); and (5) the trust states Massachusetts laws 
control (Id. at pp. 13-14).  Appellant claims while MassHealth acknowledges that the whole 
of the instrument must be reviewed, it ignores specific provisions (Id. at p. 14). 

• This is not a Doherty17 case because unlike in Doherty, there is no implicit authority to 
invade principal and the appellant is not in the class of individuals who may receive 
principal (Id. at pp. 14-15). 

• MassHealth ignores Massachusetts trust law and its determination is an improper 
interpretation of trusts (Id. at pp. 16-17).  For any ambiguity, if one exists, the settlor’s intent 
should control (Id.). 

• MassHealth ignores that the trustee has fiduciary duties to the remainder persons and cannot 
use powers to “skew beneficial interests” (Id. at p. 17).  Appellant asserts the principles of 
duty, impartiality and loyalty by the trustee cannot be ignored or limited (Id. pp. 17-20). 

• MassHealth’s assertion that the trust is arguably revocable is a legal inaccuracy (Id. at pp. 
20-21). 

• Appellant asserts an error in MassHealth citation (Id. at p. 21). 

16     See fn. 13 supra. 
17     Doherty v. Commissioner, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439, 442-43 (2009). 
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• The appellant’s life estate in the irrevocable Family Trust does not make the trust countable 
(Id. at p. 21).  The appellant is the life tenant; she does not own the principal the trust owns 
the principal and the appellant has no access to it.  Appellant only has principal available to 
her as the life tenant (Id.). 

• Trust law presumes that the principal is not available to the current beneficiary.  In a review 
of a treatise on trust law, appellant asserts “trustees are limited to paying only income to the 
settlor unless distributions of principal are specifically authorized.” (Id. at p. 23 citing 
Loring and Rounds: A Trustee’s Handbook, §5.4.1.3. at pp376-377 (2013 Ed.)).  Only 
income is authorized by this trust and even with the ability of the trustee to purchase an 
annuity, the purpose is to increase income, not to reach the principal (Id. at p. 24). 

• The purchase of an annuity or investment by the trustee does not provide the appellant with 
access to the principal as a matter of basic trust law (language in this Trust prohibits 
distribution of trust principal to the appellant), rules on annuities and investments (Id. at p. 
25).  

• The term available is to be narrowly construed when one reviews federal Medicaid law 
history (Id. at p. 26-28).  Arguing that the actual available requirement must be interpreted 
reasonably and the focus should be on “actual and practical ability to make an asset 
available as a matter of fact, not legal fiction” (Id. at p. 27 citations omitted). 

• The proper standard for review of a self-settled irrevocable trust is the debtor-creditor 
analysis (Id. at pp. 29-31 citing 42 U.S.C. §1396(p)(D)(3); 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1)(C)(a); 
Cohen; and Lebow). 

• A denial of appellant’s application would result in the nursing facility having no recourse for 
payment (Id. at p. 32). 

• Appellant asserts that a spousal testamentary trust exception additionally reflects the 
interplay of federal Medicaid law and state debtor-creditor laws (Id. at p. 33). 

• Appellant has a limited power of appointment that does not allow the trustee to distribute 
principal to the appellant because provisions of the trust prohibit the appellant from access 
to principal (Id. at pp. 34-35). 

• The trustees’ authority to define income and principal does not allow the distribution of 
principal to the appellant because there are no explicit powers in the trust (Id. at p. 36). 

• Appellant argues that the agency legal memorandum is misleading and asserts its 
shortcomings by page and/or section (Id. at pp. 37-40).   

• The appellant also asserts MassHealth’s interpretation of this trust is more restrictive than 
SSI and that is prohibited (Id. at p. 40). 
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• The final argument is that the agency’s position is not entitled to deference (Id. at p. 43). 

Issue 2:  Impermissible Asset Transfers 

The MassHealth representative testified that the appellant’s financial verifications at the time of 
application evidence a transfer of $100,000.00 from the appellant to her son on May 12, 2012.  
MassHealth received evidence of expenditures by the appellant’s son on behalf of the appellant.  
Based on the dates of the payments MassHealth allowed a “cure” of $52,287.00 reducing the 
original impermissible transfer amount of $100,000.00 to $47,713.00.  In addition to the transfer of 
the $100,000.00, MassHealth identified $71,000.00 in transfers that appellant did not account for in 
the application or with verifications.  Therefore MassHealth concluded the final impermissible asset 
transfer amount was $119,212.00.  The impermissible asset transfer will result in a period of 
disqualification that cannot be calculated until an “otherwise eligible” date is determined. Because 
MassHealth determined appellant has excess assets, that date will be determined only when the 
appellant evidences an asset spend down. 

MassHealth’s rehearing submissions question the reliability of the appellant’s assertions that the 
asset transfer to her son was in repayment of a loan because there is no documentation that 
demonstrates a loan and there is conflicting information about the repayment or cure. 

Appellant offered her son, Mark, as a fact witness on the transfer.  Appellant’s son Mark testified 
that if his mother needed money, he didn’t ask why or for what she needed it, he just gave it to her.  
According to the appellant’s son, his father died in 200218.  Appellant did not have enough money 
to live and he helped out.  There was no formal agreement, he helped when asked.  Appellant had 
two other living children at the time of her husband’s death, but Mark testified he did not know if 
they assisted their mother financially as well.  Appellant’s daughter died close in time to the death 
of appellant’s husband.  According to Mark, appellant was living off a small pension and limited 
assets.  At some time in 2006, the witness believed it was in the summer, while appellant’s other 
son, George, was living with the appellant, she asked Mark for money. The witness testified he 
spoke with his mother at some time in 2006, but he could not recall where or the specific need, just 
that she needed money.  The witness testified he was unemployed in 2006 and the only way he 
could help was to take out a loan.  He testified his mother said he could do that only if she could pay 
him back.  In response to a question about how his mother was going to pay him back, the witness 
said his mother said “maybe I will win the Lotto”.  Otherwise he did not know where the money 
would come from.   The witness testified they were family and did not need keep records.  The 
witness testified that he lent money to his mother with the full intention to be paid back.  

The witness son, who was unemployed and living in another state in 2006 took out a personal loan 
from the Bank of America for a total amount of $53,000.00.  The witness said with the interest, the 
total debt was $100,000.0019.  The full loan amount that Mark took out from Bank of America was 

18     The son’s affidavit January 23, 2014 states his father died on October 25, 2012 (Exhibit 23 at p. 52).  At the 
rehearing, the witness states that it was 2002.  The affidavit also indicates appellant was living off of her income and 
savings until 2005 (Id.).   
19     The son’s affidavit dated January 23, 2014, states the total amount of $100,000.00 was the loan amount of 
$53,000.00 and “other monies I had saved” (Exhibit 23 at p. 52). 
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not transferred to the appellant.  The appellant’s witness Mark gave monies as requested and he paid 
back the loan monthly.  According to Mark, the interest on the $53,000.00 loan was approximately 
$47,000.00 and that accounts for the total amount owed to him by the appellant. 

On May 26, 2011, appellant’s son George died and having no wife or children, appellant was the 
sole beneficiary of George’s life insurance policy.  From the life insurance policy benefit, appellant 
transferred $100,000.00 to Mark.  At least over $71,000.00 of the remainder of the life insurance 
policy benefit was also transferred from appellant’s  account, but Mark cannot account for where 
the monies went because according to Mark he was not living in Massachusetts to know what his 
mother did with her money.20  In 2013, after the appellant suffered her stroke, Mark testified he 
withdrew $20,000.00, but returned the total amount ($17,000.00 to a joint account and $3,000.00 to 
a checking account).  Mark indicated there was a discovery of a significant number of lottery 
receipts indicating that his mother may have had a gambling issue.  On at least one tax return, 
appellant did claim winnings (Exhibit 18 at pp. 56-62). 

MassHealth testified it did see this cure of the $20,000.00 and already took that into consideration. 

The appellant requested a record open period to June 23, 2014 to submit appellant son Mark’s bank 
statements.  The request was allowed. Appellant requested a two day extension to submit the bank 
statements and the extension was also allowed. On June 24, 2014, appellant submitted 155 pages, 
including a fax cover sheet.  The cover sheet states the attached financial statements would be 
“useful to explain some expenditures in question.” There is no explanation, highlights or chart to 
enlighten the Director on what the bank information is supposed to reveal.  Additionally, instead of 
explaining how the attached bank information should be utilized, the fax cover sheet makes a 
specific legal argument at it relates to the trust.  Because the hearing record was left open for the 
sole purpose of the submission of evidence regarding the transfers and it was not left open for any 
additional argument on the trust, the fax cover sheet is not accepted into the rehearing record, only 
the copies of the bank statements, the value of which will be addressed in the conclusion. 

Findings of Fact 
Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find the following: 

1. The appellant submitted an application for long term care benefits on December 13, 2013. 

2. The appellant was admitted to the nursing facility on April 17, 2013 after suffering a stroke, 
and she is seeking a December 1, 2013 eligibility start date. 

3. The appellant was a widow over the age of 80 at the time of application.  

20     generated two affidavits.  The first is dated January 23, 2014 and was submitted with appellant’s prerehearing 
submission (Exhibit 18 at p. 63).  The second, dated January 24, 2014, was submitted with the appellant’s application 
and was included in MassHealth’s rehearing submission (Exhibit 23 at pp. 19-20). 
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4. The appellant established the Family Trust on September 24, 2003 and named her son as 
trustee.  On the same date, she transferred her primary residence to the Family Trust.  

5. The trust property is the appellant’s primary residence valued at $280,900. 

6. Article 1, “THE TRUST FUND”, of the trust reads in part: 

1.2.  The purpose of this trust is to manage my assets and to use them to 
allow me to live in the community for as long as possible. 

1.3.  The trust created by this agreement shall be irrevocable.  I may not 
revoke or amend this agreement in any way.  My trustee, however, may at 
any time, or from time to time, amend any administrative provisions of this 
trust by any instrument in writing signed and acknowledged by my trustee.  
For purposes of the foregoing, the term “administrative provision” refers to 
any provision of the trust dealing with the management and administration of 
the trust and in no event shall any such amendment affect, enlarge or shift 
any beneficial interests created hereunder. 

7. Article 2, “PAYMENT OF INCOME AND PRINCIPAL” reads: 

2.1.  If any property is placed in trust during my life, my trustee may pay me 
or may pay on my behalf as much of the income of the trust as it shall 
determine in its sole discretion to be necessary for my care and wellbeing. 
Any income not so paid may be accumulated and added to the principal. The 
principal of this trust shall be held in trust until the termination of the trust. 

2.2.  I shall also have the right to use and occupy any residence that may 
from time to time be held in trust hereunder. During my lifetime I shall have 
the power to appoint from time to time, by an instrument in writing by 
myself, my agent under my Durable Power of Attorney, or by my legal 
representative, all or any part of the trust property then on hand to any one or 
more of my then living children, and to any one or more charitable or 
nonprofit organizations over which I have no controlling interest, whether or 
not organized for a purpose specified in section 170(c) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, but excluding any federal, state or local government 
or any subdivision, department, or agency thereof. 

8. Article 3, “TERMINATION OF THE TRUST”, reads: 

3.1.  This trust shall terminate upon the earlier of (a) my death or (b) a 
determination by my trustee, at its sole discretion, that the continuation of 
this trust would jeopardize my eligibility for assistance from any federal, 
state, or local governmental program, provided, however, that no distribution 
of the trust estate shall be made under this paragraph during my lifetime 
except upon review and written certification of an attorney with expertise in 
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the fields of estate planning, elder law, and public benefits that such 
distribution is appropriate under this paragraph and is otherwise in my best 
interest. 

9. Article 4, “DISTRIBUTION OF TRUST ASSETS” reads in part: 

4.1.  Disposition upon termination. 

Upon termination of this trust, my trustee shall: 

(a) Pay the trust property and undistributed income as I may appoint by will 
to any one or more of my issue; and  

(b) The Trustee shall distribute the balance of the trust principal (including 
property to which the Trustee may be entitled from any other source) in 
equal shares, per stirpes, to my sons … or entirely to the survivor of them. If 
both of my sons shall predecease me leaving no issue, I direct that the 
balance of the trust principal pass to my grandson …  

4.2.  Distribution if no beneficiary living. 

If at any time no person is living who is eligible to receive property under the 
foregoing provisions of this trust, my trustee shall pay the remaining 
property to the persons who would be entitled to receive my property under 
the laws of Massachusetts then in force and in the proportions prescribed by 
such laws as if I had then died intestate, a resident of Massachusetts, and not 
survived by a spouse. 

10. Article 5, “APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEE” reads in part: 

5.1.  Appointment of trustee. 

(a) At present my trustee is [my son]. If he is unable or ceases to serve as 
trustee, [my other son] shall serve as trustee.  If he is unable or ceases to 
serve as trustee, the majority of the beneficiaries shall elect a successor 
trustee.  The term “trustee” includes the original trustee and all successor or 
additional trustees. 

(b) I may appoint successor and additional trustees; … . 

5.2.  Removal or resignation of trustee. 

(a) I may remove any trustee by notice to that trustee. … 

5.4.  General powers of trustee. 

(a) to retain any property in the form in which it is received; … 
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(h) to determine what part of the trust property is income and what part is 
principal; … 

(j) to borrow or lend any amounts; … 

(l) to distribute real estate to any one or more of my children during my 
lifetime; … . 

11. Article 6, “BENEFICIARIES INTERESTS AND POWERS”, reads in part: 

6.4.   Powers of appointment. 

Any power of appointment by will granted under this agreement can be 
exercised only by will by specific reference to this agreement and the power 
to be exercised and shall include the right to appoint all or part of the 
property subject to the power, to appoint outright, to give to the appointee or 
appointees different types of interest and general or limited powers of 
appointment, to appoint in trust and create separate trusts, to appoint a new 
trustee or trustees, and to give a trustee or trustees discretion to pay or apply 
income and principal within the class of permissible appointees. 

12. Article 7, “ESTATE TAXES AND OTHER PAYMENTS”, reads in part: 

7.1.  Payments for my estate. 

My trustee may in its sole discretion pay to my estate or to the tax authorities 
any taxes payable by reason of my death chargeable against the residue of 
my estate and any other debts of my estate or expenses of its administration 
and legacies under my will that, if paid by my executor, would reduce the 
residue of my estate. This paragraph shall not be construed to require any 
such payments by my trustee. 

13. The appellant amended the trust in 2011.  The trust amendment states that “We, [appellant’s 
son] … as Trustee of [the trust] …, by power reserved in ARTICLE FOUR of said Trust, 
and [the appellant] …, via the exercise of said power in the Trust, hereby delete [Paragraph 
4.1(b)]” and replaced it.  The new Paragraph 4.1(b) replaces the appellant’s second son with 
the appellant’s grandson.  The trust amendment also replaces the appellant’s second son 
with the appellant’s grandson as a trustee. 

14. Appellant’s husband died in 2002.  Appellant’s daughter died close in time to the death of 
appellant’s husband and one of her sons, George died in 2011. 

15. George lived with the appellant prior to his death. 

16. Appellant’s remaining child, her son Mark is her power of attorney, the Trustee of the 
Family Trust and now resides in the trust real estate. 
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17. Appellant lived in the trust real estate until her stroke in March of 2013.   

18. Appellant’s income included a pension and some savings until approximately 2005.  
Appellant lived off this income and savings after the death of her husband.  She paid the 
trust real estate property taxes and utilities. 

19. It is not known if appellant’s deceased daughter or deceased son offered any financial 
support to appellant. 

20. At least as early as 2005, Appellant’s son Mark gave appellant money when she asked for it.  
He did not ask why she needed the money or what it was for.  There was no agreement to 
pay Mark back. 

21. Appellant’s son Mark took out a personal loan in 2007 for $53,000.00 after having been 
unemployed in 2006. 

22. Mark testified he took out the loan for his mother and that she told him she would repay him 
the money.   

23. Mark cannot recall the exact circumstances of the agreement, just that his mother would pay 
him back “when she hit the Lotto.” 

24. Mark swore by affidavit he gave his mother money from the personal loan and his other 
savings when she asked for it, and the debt due to him was from using both the money from 
the personal loan and his savings. 

25. Upon the death of the appellant’s son George in 2011, the appellant as the sole beneficiary 
of his life insurance policy received approximately $187,000.00. 

26. Appellant transferred $100,000.00 to her son Mark on May 19, 2012. 

27. Mark testified at hearing that the $100,000.00 was repayment for his personal loan 
($53,000.00 plus $47,000.00 in interest payments on the loan). 

28. MassHealth accepted verified evidence of $52,287.00 as cures of the $100,000.00 transfer 
from appellant to Mark. 

29. From 2011 to 2013, appellant transferred $71,000.00 that she has not accounted for. 

30. The total amount of appellant’s assets transferred for less than fair market value is 
$118,713.00 ($100,00.00 transferred - $52,287.00 cure = $47,713.00 + $71,000.00 
transferred = $118,713.0021). 

21     MassHealth testified to slightly different amounts.  The amounts in the finding of fact are slightly lower in favor of 
the appellant and will be utilized. 
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31. Appellant’s son Mark is unable to account for what may have become of the $71,000.00. 

32. On January 23, 2014, the appellant’s son as trustee leased himself the appellant’s home for 
$1,600.00 a month. 

Analysis and Conclusions of Law 
Issue 1:  Excess Assets – The Family Trust 

MassHealth regulations 130 CMR 520.021 through 520.024 explains how to treat the principal of 
and payments from a revocable or irrevocable trust established by the individual or by the spouse. 
130 CMR 520.024(A) also includes trusts established by other than the individual or spouse and 
trusts whether or not established by will.  In the event that a portion of 130 CMR 520.021 through 
520.024 conflicts with federal law, the federal law supersedes (130 CMR 520.021). 

Regulation 130 CMR 520.023: Trusts or Similar Legal Devices Created on or after August 11, 
1993 states: 

The trust and transfer rules at 42 U.S.C. §1396p apply to trusts or similar legal 
devices created on or after August 11, 1993, that are created or funded other than by 
a will. Generally, resources held in a trust are considered available if under any 
circumstances described in the terms of the trust, any of the resources can be made 
available to the individual. 

 
(A) Look-Back Period for Transfers into or from Trusts. 

(1) Look-Back Period. 
(a) For transfers made before February 8, 2006, the look-back period 
is 36 months for trusts where all or any portion of the income or 
principal of an irrevocable trust can be paid to or for the benefit of 
the nursing-facility resident, but is paid instead to someone else. 
(b) The look-back period is 60 months 

(i) for transfers made on or after February 8, 2006, subject to 
the phase-in described in 130 CMR 520.019(B)(2), if all or 
any portion of the income or principal of a trust can be paid 
to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident, but is 
instead paid to someone else; 
(ii) if payments are made from a revocable trust to other than 
the nursing-facility resident and are not for the benefit of the 
nursing-facility resident; or 
(iii) if payments are made into an irrevocable trust where all 
or a portion of the trust income or principal cannot under any 
circumstances be paid to or for the benefit of the nursing-
facility resident. 

(2) Period of Ineligibility Due to a Disqualifying Transfer. The MassHealth 
agency determines the amount of the transfer and the period of ineligibility 
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for payment of nursing facility services in accordance with the rules at 130 
CMR 520.019(G). 

(B) Revocable Trusts. 
(1) The entire principal in a revocable trust is a countable asset. 
(2) Payments from a revocable trust made to or for the benefit of the 
individual are countable income. 
(3) Payments from a revocable trust made other than to or for the benefit of 
the nursing facility resident are considered transfers for less than fair-market 
value and are treated in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 
520.019(G).  
(4) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in 
a revocable trust is a countable asset. Where the home or former home is an 
asset of the trust, it is not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 
520.007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8). 

(C) Irrevocable Trusts. 
(1) Portion Payable. 

(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as 
interest) of an irrevocable trust that could be paid under any 
circumstances to or for the benefit of the individual is a countable 
asset. 
(b) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable 
trust made to or for the benefit of the individual are countable 
income. 
(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable 
trust made to another and not to or for the benefit of the nursing-
facility resident are considered transfers of resources for less than 
fair-market value and are treated in accordance with the transfer rules 
at 130 CMR 520.019(G). 
(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse 
held in an irrevocable trust that is available according to the terms of 
the trust is a countable asset. Where the home or former home is an 
asset of the trust, it is not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 
520.007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8). 

(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the 
principal (such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid 
under any circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident 
will be considered a transfer for less than fair-market value and treated in 
accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G). 

(D) Exemptions to the Trust Rules. 
(1) Special-Needs Trusts and Pooled Trusts. Under federal trust exemption 
regulations at 42 U.S.C. 1396(p)(d)(4) special-needs trusts and pooled trusts 
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as defined in 130 CMR 515.001 are not subject to the income and asset 
countability rules at 130 CMR 520.023(B) and (C). 
(2) Revision of a Trust to Comply with the Criteria of a Special-Needs or 
Pooled Trust. The MassHealth agency will not deny or terminate 
MassHealth due to excess assets if a trust is revised to comply with the 
criteria of a special-needs trust or a pooled trust in accordance with the rules 
at 130 CMR 520.019(J). 
(3) Burial Trust. A burial trust is a trust established to pay solely for various 
funeral and burial expenses of the individual or the spouse. An irrevocable 
burial trust meeting the criteria of 130 CMR 520.008(F) is not a countable 
asset. 

130 CMR 520.023. 

Regulation 130 CMR 520.024: General Trust Rules states the following: 

130 CMR 520.024 applies to trusts whether or not established by will and whether 
or not established by the individual or spouse. 

(A) Irrevocable Trust. 
(1) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by the 
individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to or for the 
benefit of the individual are countable. 
(2) Payments from the income or principal of an irrevocable trust established 
by the individual or spouse to or for the benefit of the individual are 
countable. 
(3) The assets and income held in an irrevocable trust established by other 
than the individual or spouse that the trustee is required to distribute to the 
individual are countable. 
(4) Payments from the income or the principal of an irrevocable trust 
established by other than the individual or spouse to the individual are 
countable. 

(B) Home in Trust: Community-Based Individuals. For an applicant or member who 
is not a nursing-facility resident, the principal place of residence held in a revocable 
or irrevocable trust is a noncountable asset. A home that is not the principal place of 
residence is countable and not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 520.007(G)(2) 
while an asset of the trust. 

(C) Home in Trust: Cure. 
(1) If the MassHealth agency has denied or terminated MassHealth because 
the home or former home in trust is considered an excess asset, the 
MassHealth agency will rescind that action if the home or former home has 
been removed from the trust and returned to the nursing-facility resident in 
accordance with the full cure rules at 130 CMR 520.019(K). 
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(2) When the home or former home is removed from a trust, as determined 
by the MassHealth agency, the MassHealth agency will redetermine 
eligibility using the rules at 130 CMR 520.007(G)(8) and the full cure rules 
at 130 CMR 520.019(K). 
(3) When the home or former home has been removed from the trust, the 
MassHealth agency may place a lien in accordance with 130 CMR 515.012. 

(D) Repayment of Financial and Medical Assistance. An individual who has 
received or will be receiving payments from a third party as a result of an accident, 
injury, or other loss must first repay the MassHealth agency for medical assistance 
under M.G.L. c. 118E, § 22 and 42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(25)(A) and (B) and the 
Department of Transitional Assistance for financial assistance under M.G.L c. 18, § 
5G, even if such third-party payments have been or will be placed in a special-needs 
or pooled trust in accordance with 42 U.S.C. 1396p(d)(4). 

(E) Waiver of the Trust Rules: Undue Hardship. When the MassHealth agency 
denies or terminates MassHealth due to excess assets, the individual may request, in 
accordance with 130 CMR 520.019(L), that the MassHealth agency rescind the 
denial or termination because such action would result in undue hardship. 

(F) Verification of a Trust. The individual must provide the MassHealth agency with 
a copy of the trust or similar legal device or, when appropriate, a will and any 
information detailing investments, holdings, and distributions, as determined by the 
MassHealth agency. 

(G) No Double Penalty. The MassHealth agency will apply the rules at 130 CMR 
520.019(N) to prevent double penalty. 

130 CMR 520.024. 

I do not agree with MassHealth that the Trust is revocable and conclude the Family Trust is 
irrevocable.  Where the trust is irrevocable, pursuant to 130 CMR 520.023, the assets would still be 
countable if, resources held in a trust are considered available if under any circumstances described 
in the terms of the trust, any of the resources can be made available to the individual (130 CMR 
520.023)(Emphasis added).  Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as 
interest) of an irrevocable trust that could be paid under any circumstances to or for the benefit of 
the individual is a countable asset (130 CMR 520.023(C)(1)(a)).  This was discussed at length in 
Cohen and companion cases.  In Cohen22, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) 
determined that the amount of money available to the beneficiary of a self-settled trust for Medicaid 
eligibility purposes, is the maximum amount payable under the terms of the trust, that is, the full 
amount of the trust income and principal, disregarding any limitation on the trustee’s discretion to 
make distributions that would render the beneficiary ineligible for public assistance (Cohen at p. 
400).  

22     See fn. 9 supra. 
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The parties do not dispute the appellant is a vested income beneficiary.   The dispute arises as to 
how to interpret the Family Trust as it relates to principal.  While it is unclear if the appellant 
believes there is an ambiguity in the trust language, appellant did offer testimony from the drafting 
attorney about the appellant’s intent.  It was his recollection that the appellant intended to divest 
herself of her property and any interest except income.  However, he also testified to explaining to 
the appellant the implications of wholly divesting herself of her property and it is arguably just as 
plausible that the trust was drafted to address appellant’s concerns that she remain in control of her 
assets.  I found nothing convincing in his testimony that the goal was to divest herself of her interest 
in her property.  I did hear that there was a desire to shelter her property from creditors but maintain 
her interest.  This witness also indicated there were discussions with the now deceased son George 
that were not clearly outlined and the issue of a gambling history may be more relevant to the 
determination of how the trust was set up than an absolute divestment of interest, but for income.  
The appellant’s son that testified at hearing was unable to offer any further clarification on his 
brother George’s relationship with the appellant.  I am therefore left with sparse or incomplete 
information on what appellant intended and must rely on the plain language of the trust.  

The appellant had two attorneys and offered the testimony of a third as an expert in trust law.  While 
there is no certification process for experts in Fair Hearings, the rules allow for the acceptance of 
evidence that a reasonable person would rely upon in the normal course of business.  Attorney 
Worthington is a seasoned attorney, with a long history of educating members of the bar in trusts. 
He has also assisted applicants in applying for MassHealth and has been involved with 
MassHealth’s treatment of trusts, its regulations and the current law.  MassHealth did not object to 
his expertise or to his witness testimony.  His testimony was clear, it complemented the appellant’s 
co-counsels legal argument and was presented with a passion for the appellant’s argument.  I must 
conclude however, that a lesson on trusts and/or how to interpret a trust is not persuasive to the task 
of finding facts and reaching conclusions by the hearing officer.  Once all of the evidence is 
reviewed and all witness testimony is considered I cannot conclude the appellant has met her 
burden.  The language of the Trust is clear on whether or not the appellant can access the principal 
and I conclude the whole of the Family Trust assets are countable to the appellant.  

Article 1 of the Family Trust states unequivocally that the purpose of the trust is to manage the 
appellant’s assets and use them to allow her to live in the community for as long as possible.  Article 
2 gives the trustees the discretion to pay the appellant income generated by the trust, and gives the 
appellant the right to occupy and use her property held in trust.  Therefore, the appellant intended to 
receive a benefit from the trust, has the current right to receive a benefit from the trust, and is a 
vested beneficiary of the Family Trust.  Furthermore, because the appellant can appoint the trust 
property to any of her living children or to a charity, no one else has a vested interest in the trust 
property until the appellant’s death, and therefore would be at best contingent beneficiary. 

Despite the arguments of the appellant’s attorneys and the trust specialist position based on his 
reading of the trust as it relates to his expertise, the power of appointment is not so “limited” as to 
prohibit significant control by the appellant over the trust asset. Appellant distinguishes this trust 
from the trust at issue in Doherty. However, no amount of expertise can distinguish between the 
powers retained by the appellant in this appeal and the powers retained by the applicant in the 
Doherty decision (Doherty v. Director of the Office of Medicaid, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439 (2009)).  
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The trust in Doherty was designed to provide for the applicant during her life, it reserved the power 
to appoint trust principal to family members, and provided Doherty with the right to reside in the 
trust property during her life (Id. at p. 441).  The court noted the remarkable fluidity of the trust as a 
vehicle to provide maximum flexibility in providing for Doherty’s life needs, but ultimately found 
such fluidity to be the undoing of the trust because of the amount of control (Id. at 442). 

Like in Doherty, the appellant’s trust includes a key provision to provide fluidity.  Under Article 2, 
the appellant retained the authority to appoint trust assets to a charity or nonprofit over which she 
has no controlling interest.  Pooled trusts23 are created by nonprofits to combine a Medicaid 
applicant’s assets with other assets for investment and management purposes, though the applicant’s 
assets are used for their sole benefit.  The trust then reimburses the Commonwealth for MassHealth 
services paid out on behalf of the member.  The contribution of one’s assets to a pooled trust does 
not give the applicant any interest in the management of the governing non-profit, let alone a 
controlling interest.  However, what appellant’s attorneys and specialist in trust law did not contest 
is that the appellant has the power to appoint the trust assets to a pooled trust, which would then be 
used for her ultimate benefit. 

Furthermore, Article 3 provides for the termination of the trust under two circumstances: (a) the 
appellant’s death, and (b) upon the determination that the trust threatened the appellant’s eligibility 
for government assistance.  However, Article 4, which governs distribution of the trust upon 
termination, only contemplates distribution of trust assets after the appellant’s death.  Specifically, 
Paragraph 4.1. states that the trustee must first pay “trust property and undistributed income as I 
may appoint by will to any one or more of my issue”, and whatever is left is to be split “per stirpes” 
between her sons, the survivor of them, or her grandson.24  The terms “appoint by will” and “per 
stirpes” are only used to refer to a probate estate.  Such terms do not take effect until the death of the 
appellant.  Paragraph 4.2. comes into effect, only if all of the identified issue predeceased the 
appellant.  Article 4 does not describe what should happen to the trust principal in the event that the 
trust is terminated prior to the appellant’s death, as contemplated in Paragraph 3.1.(b).  Paragraph 
3.1.(b) states that the trust shall terminate upon a determination by the trustee that continuation of 
the trust would jeopardize government benefits, provided that no distribution be made except upon 
certification by an attorney that such distribution is appropriate and is otherwise in the appellant’s 
best interest (Exhibit 9).  The appellant retains the authority to appoint, remove and/or address a 
resignation of a trustee.  Article 5 provides the vehicle for the appellant to remove her son as trustee, 
appoint herself as trustee and exert the authority in Article 3.  I find that the proper result of a 
termination under Paragraph 3.1.(b), where the trust terminates without an avenue for distribution, is 
that the trust principal reverts to the trust settlor, the appellant.  

Therefore, pursuant 130 CMR 520.023(C)(1)(a), 42 U.S.C. §1396p, and Massachusetts court 
precedents cited herein, there are circumstances under which the principal of the appellant’s trust 

23     130 CMR 515.001. 
24     I note that the appellant purports to have amended her trust pursuant to the power reserved in Article 4.  However, 
Paragraph 1.3. makes it clear that the trust may not be amended to affect a beneficial interest.  
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can be made available to her, and the assets of the Family Trust are countable and the appellant’s 
assets exceed the asset limit25.  I find no error in MassHealth’s determination. 

Issue 2: Impermissible Asset Transfer 

MassHealth regulation 130 CMR 520.018, Transfer of Resources Regardless of Date of Transfer 
states 
 

(A) The provisions of 42 U.S.C. 1396p apply to all transfers of resources. In the 
event that any portion of 130 CMR 520.018 and 520.019 conflicts with federal 
law, the federal law supersedes.  
(B) The MassHealth agency denies payment for nursing-facility services to an 
otherwise eligible nursing-facility resident as defined in 130 CMR 515.001: 
Definition of Terms who transfers or whose spouse transfers countable resources 
for less than fair-market value during or after the period of time referred to as the 
look-back period.  
(C) The denial of payment for nursing-facility services does not affect the 
individual’s eligibility for other MassHealth benefits.  
(D) Circumstances giving rise to disqualifying transfers of resources are also 
described at 130 CMR 520.007(J).  

 
Whereas 130 CMR 520.019, Transfer of Resources Occurring on or after August 11, 1993 
describes the following in pertinent part that MassHealth must consider on an application for 
benefits: 
 

(A) Payment of Nursing-Facility Services. The MassHealth agency applies the 
provisions of 130 CMR 520.018 and 520.019 to nursing-facility residents as 
defined at 130 CMR 515.001: Definition of Terms requesting MassHealth agency 
payment for nursing-facility services provided in a nursing facility or in any 
institution for a level of care equivalent to that received in a nursing facility or for 
home- and community-based services provided in accordance with 130 CMR 
519.007(B): Home- and Community-Based Services Waiver-Frail Elder. 

 
(B) Look-Back Period. Transfers of resources are subject to a look-back period, beginning 

on the first date the individual is both a nursing-facility resident and has applied for or 
is receiving MassHealth Standard.  

(1) For transfers occurring before February 8, 2006, this period generally extends 
back in time for 36 months.  
(2) For transfers of resources occurring on or after February 8, 2006, the period 
generally extends back in time for 60 months. The 60-month look-back period will 

25    130 CMR 520.003: Asset Limit, states that the total value of countable assets owned by or available to 
individuals applying for or receiving MassHealth Standard, Family Assistance, or Limited may not exceed the 
following limits for an individual — $2,000. 
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begin to be phased in on February 8, 2009. Beginning on March 8, 2009, applicants 
will be asked to provide verifications of their assets for the 37 months prior to the 
application. As each month passes, the look-back period will increase by one month 
until the full 60 months is reached on February 8, 2011.  
(3) For transfers of resources from or into trusts, the look-back period is described in 
130 CMR 520.023(A). 

 
(C) Disqualifying Transfer of Resources. The MassHealth agency considers any 

transfer during the appropriate look-back period by the nursing-facility resident 
or spouse of a resource, or interest in a resource, owned by or available to the 
nursing-facility resident or the spouse (including the home or former home of 
the nursing-facility resident or the spouse) for less than fair-market value a 
disqualifying transfer unless listed as permissible in 130 CMR 520.019(D), 
identified in 130 CMR 520.019(F), or exempted in 130 CMR 520.019(J). The 
MassHealth agency may consider as a disqualifying transfer any action taken to 
avoid receiving a resource to which the nursing-facility resident or spouse is or 
would be entitled if such action had not been taken. Action taken to avoid 
receiving a resource may include, but is not limited to, waiving the right to 
receive a resource, not accepting a resource, agreeing to the diversion of a 
resource, or failure to take legal action to obtain a resource. In determining 
whether or not failure to take legal action to receive a resource is reasonably 
considered a transfer by the individual, the MassHealth agency considers the 
specific circumstances involved. A disqualifying transfer may include any 
action taken that would result in making a formerly available asset no longer 
available.  

 
(D) Permissible Transfers. The MassHealth agency considers the following 
transfers permissible. Transfers of resources made for the sole benefit of a 
particular person must be in accordance with federal law.  
(1) The resources were transferred to the spouse of the nursing-facility resident or 
to another for the sole benefit of the spouse. A nursing-facility resident who has 
been determined eligible for MassHealth agency payment of nursing-facility 
services and who has received an asset assessment from the MassHealth agency 
must make any necessary transfers within 90 days after the date of the notice of 
approval for MassHealth in accordance with 130 CMR 520.016(B)(3).  
(2) The resources were transferred from the spouse of the nursing-facility resident 
to another for the sole benefit of the spouse.  
(3) The resources were transferred to the nursing-facility resident's permanently 
and totally disabled or blind child or to a trust, a pooled trust, or a special-needs 
trust created for the sole benefit of such child.  
(4) The resources were transferred to a trust, a special-needs trust, or a pooled 
trust created for the sole benefit of a permanently and totally disabled person who 
was younger than 65 years old at the time the trust was created or funded.  
(5) The resources were transferred to a pooled trust created for the sole benefit of the 
permanently and totally disabled nursing-facility resident. 
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(6) The nursing-facility resident transferred the home he or she used as the principal 
residence at the time of transfer and the title to the home to one of the following 
persons:  
(a) the spouse;  
(b) the nursing-facility resident’s child who is younger than 21 years old, or who 
is blind or permanently and totally disabled;  
(c) the nursing-facility resident’s sibling who has a legal interest in the nursing-
facility resident's home and was living in the nursing-facility resident’s home for 
at least one year immediately before the date of the nursing-facility resident’s 
admission to the nursing facility; or  
(d) the nursing-facility resident’s child (other than the child described in 130 
CMR 520.019(D)(6)(b)) who was living in the nursing-facility resident’s home 
for at least two years immediately before the date of the nursing-facility resident’s 
admission to the institution, and who, as determined by the MassHealth agency, 
provided care to the nursing-facility resident that permitted him or her to live at 
home rather than in a nursing facility.  
(7) The resources were transferred to a separately identifiable burial account, 
burial arrangement, or a similar device for the nursing-facility resident or the 
spouse in accordance with 130 CMR 520.008(F).  

… 
 
(F) Determination of Intent. In addition to the permissible transfers described in 
130 CMR 520.019(D), the MassHealth agency will not impose a period of 
ineligibility for transferring resources at less than fair-market value if the nursing-
facility resident or the spouse demonstrates to the MassHealth agency’s 
satisfaction that  
(1) the resources were transferred exclusively for a purpose other than to qualify 
for MassHealth; or  
(2) the nursing-facility resident or spouse intended to dispose of the resource at 
either fair-market value or for other valuable consideration. Valuable consideration 
is a tangible benefit equal to at least the fair-market value of the transferred resource. 
 
(G) Period of Ineligibility Due to a Disqualifying Transfer.  
(1) Duration of Ineligibility. If the MassHealth agency has determined that a 
disqualifying transfer of resources has occurred, the MassHealth agency will 
calculate a period of ineligibility. The number of months in the period of 
ineligibility is equal to the total, cumulative, uncompensated value as defined in 
130 CMR 515.001: Definition of Terms of all resources transferred by the 
nursing-facility resident or the spouse, divided by the average monthly cost to a 
private patient receiving nursing-facility services in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts at the time of application, as determined by the MassHealth 
agency.  

… 
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After the death of the appellant’s husband in 2002 up until 2005 according to the appellant’s son, 
appellant managed her finances well and was meeting her needs.  At some time in 2005, appellant 
apparently was in need of financial assistance and her son, Mark, assisted when he was asked.  
There is no testimony that there was an agreement to reimburse him for this time period.  
  
However, appellant asserts that at some point in 2006-2007, she and her son Mark entered into a 
verbal agreement that he would take out a personal loan for $53,000.00 and she would pay him 
back.  Mark was not employed in 2006.  There is no written agreement between the appellant and 
her son and there was no testimony that the appellant agreed to a $53,000.00 loan or any specified 
loan amount or to the conditions of the loan (appellant’s son asserts that the interest on the loan is 
approximately $47,000.00 and this is evidenced by the loan statements and repayment schedule in 
Exhibits 18 and 29).   Any specifics of the discussion about a loan between appellant and her son 
could not be recalled by the son at rehearing or were vague and entangled in statements that 
appellant’s son gave money to his mother when she asked, he never asked why.  The loan was not 
deposited into appellant’s account, there was no testimony of a repayment plan and there is no 
credible testimony or evidence appellant was aware of the loan and any obligations to repay.  
Appellant had no ability to repay a loan and according to the son would not let him take out the loan 
unless he accepted her promise to repay and she would do that when she “won the Lotto.”  
However, in 2010 appellant did win gambling money that was reported on her tax return, yet there 
is no evidence of any repayment was made to her son (Exhibit 18).   

What makes the appellant’s son’s testimony lack credibility is (1) his affidavits are different on the 
actual transaction (Exhibits 18 & 23); (2) appellant had no means to pay back a loan of any type and 
it stretches any semblance of reason that an individual with no financial means would agree to repay 
a loan with a close to usurious interest rate; and (3) appellant in fact came into gambling winnings 
and did not use them to repay her son.  Appellant eventually was the beneficiary of her son 
George’s life insurance policy after his untimely death in 2011.  The appellant is alleged to have 
given her son Mark $100,000.00 to repay the loan after she received the life insurance benefit 
payout.  However, this makes little sense when the appellant received no more than a verified 
amount of expenditures on her behalf of $52,287.00 (Exhibit 23).   

Appellant submitted costs over the last five years of a payment history of bills paid which 
MassHealth considered and allowed for costs that were paid prior to her admission and incurred 
current debt.  Appellant did not point to any specific cost that MassHealth did not utilize and offered 
no challenge at rehearing.  I am unable to link anything to the bank statements and financial 
statements appellant submitted post hearing because appellant provided not one iota of explanation 
for what the financial information should evidence. 

As to the $71,000.00 additional monies transferred that appellant did not account for, nothing was 
offered at rehearing to allow for a conclusion that appellant received fair market value for the assets 
transferred.  Accordingly, on this rehearing record appellant transferred $118,713.00 in assets for 
less than fair market value within the look back period and a disqualification period will need to be 
calculated once appellant verifies an asset spend down and has established an “otherwise eligible” 
date. 
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Any future notice on the asset transfers will be limited to the appellant’s “otherwise eligible” date 
and facts found and conclusions rendered on the total transfer amount cannot be adjudicated again 
(130 CMR 610.085(A)(2)). 

The rehearing is denied.  This rehearing decision supersedes the original hearing decision (130 
CMR 610.091(D)). 

Rehearing Order for MassHealth 
None.   

Notification of Your Right to Appeal to Court 
If you disagree with this decision, you have the right to appeal to Court in accordance with Chapter 
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws.  To appeal, you must file a complaint with the Superior 
Court for the county where you reside, or Suffolk County Superior Court, within 30 days of your 
receipt of this decision. 

 
   
 Kim M. Larkin 
 Director 
 Board of Hearings 
  
 
cc:     Kristin Thorn, Medicaid Director 
          MEC at Springfield 
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